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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS

THIS IS HOW THEY
DO IT!

URSULA HAVERBECK ASKS QUESTIONS ABOUT THE OBVIOUS HOLOCAUST LIES
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Fredrick Töben comments on

Ursula Haverbeck’s arrest on 7 May 2018
It appears the German authorities could or were no
longer able to resist the pressure from those who
harbour a morbid and vindictive desire to discredit
anyone but especially those Germans who request
answers to events that occurred during WWII.
The often quoted freedom and democracy values
that allegedly pervade our lives within our free and
democratic society, however, do not apply when it
comes to expressing ones views, doubts and
research for answers into so-called taboo topics
that are legally protected.
It reminds me of the Donation of Constantine, the
Roman imperial decree/legal document allegedly
written in 4AD, wherein Roman Emperor,
Constantine the Great, bequeathed his empire to
Christianity:

The text, purportedly a decree of Roman Emperor
Constantine I dated 30 March, in a year mistakenly
said to be both that of his fourth consulate (315)
and that of the consulate of Gallicanus (317),
contains a detailed profession of Christian faith and
a recounting of how the emperor, seeking a cure
for his leprosy, was converted and baptized by
Pope Sylvester I. In gratitude, he determined to
bestow on the see of Peter "power, and dignity of
glory, and vigour, and honour imperial", and
"supremacy as well over the four principal sees,
Alexandria,
Antioch,
Jerusalem,
and
Constantinople, as also over all the churches of
God in the whole earth". For the upkeep of the
church of Saint Peter and that of Saint Paul, he
gave landed estates "in Judea, Greece, Asia,
Thrace, Africa, Italy and the various islands". To
Sylvester and his successors he also granted
imperial insignia, the tiara, and "the city of Rome,
and all the provinces, places and cities of Italy and
the western regions".[4][5]
th

During the 15
century it became common
knowledge that this document was probably
authored during the 8th century:
During the Middle Ages, the Donation was widely
accepted as authentic, although the Emperor Otto
III did possibly raise suspicions of the document "in
letters of gold" as a forgery, in making a gift to the
See of Rome.[9] It was not until the mid-15th

century, with the revival of Classical scholarship
and textual criticism, that humanists, and
eventually the papal bureaucracy, began to realize
that the document could not possibly be genuine.
Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa declared it to be a
forgery[10][11] and spoke of it as an apocryphal
work.
Professor Arthur Butz referenced the Donation of
Constantine and thus called his definitive 1976
Holocaust book: The Hoax of the Twentieth
Century.
***
Ursula Haverbeck, who will be celebrating her 90th
birthday on 8 November 2018 - most likely in
prison, was given a two-year jail sentence for just
doing that – asking questions and drawing
conclusions from information thus received. She
finds herself in the best company of German
philosophical enquiry, especially with Immanuel
Kant and his wise maxim: Habe Mut, dich deines
eigenen Gedanken zu bedienen – have the
courage to make use of your own mind!
No, she had not killed or robbed someone, or raped
a child, or defrauded someone - unlike many of the
acts committed by the current flood of foreign
arrivals from Africa and the Middle East into
Germany, and who when caught breaking the law
seem to either receive a mere warning or very light
suspended sentences.
***

Watch:
Der deutsche Schäferhund
Published on May 8, 2018
Wärend die Reste eines Rechtsstaates gegenüber
Migranten größte Milde walten lassen bzw. gar
kapitulieren(Ellwangen) wird gegenüber seinen Kritikern
größte Härte demonstriert.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIXV6DCSsYg

***
Mrs Haverbeck is an intelligent and articulate lady
with impeccable manners. Her lawyer requested a
delay for the commencement date until a medical
report confirming her fitness for incarceration had
been carried out, especially owing to her advanced
age.

She advised the relevant authorities, in writing,
that she could not attend at the prison gates before
10th May 2018. She was still waiting for a decision
when on Friday, 4th May 2018, her local paper
began to write its inciting false news reports, which
Jewish Holocaust proponents latched on to, and so
suddenly there was a flurry of media headlines
claiming Mrs Haverbeck was on the run.
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The very first media reports emanated from Jewish
news outlets around the world demanding the
utmost had to be done to capture and immediately
imprison the 'Nazi grandma’. They could hardly
contain their eagerness to hear that a nearly 90year-old lady finally got her punishment.
*http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/
245525,https://www.timesofisrael.com/german-neonazi-89-on-the-lam-after-failing-to-show-up-for-jailterm/

What kind of people are these who incite such
hatred, then project it on to their victims? Their
moral outrage and indignation lacks any kind of
understanding or empathy for a 90-year-old lady
having to go to jail for wishing to know the answers
to uncomfortable questions.
As it turned out Mrs Haverbeck had not absconded
but was at here home waiting for news from the
various bureaucracies/authorities, for example, to
find out whether she was medically fit to begin here
sentence.
The German police was immediately ordered by the
corrupt German judiciary to comply with the
demands emanating from the International
Auschwitz Committee to capture and imprison Mrs
Haverbeck as soon as possible. And arrest they did
Mrs Haverbeck, at her home - what a proud
achievement for the group of heavily armed young
police officers!
What is it the Jewish Agencies and their political
operatives fear so much? Perhaps the truth?
Israeli bureaucrats freely admit they can and do
assassinate anyone in the world they so desire, and
destroy anyone’s livelihood who so much as
whispers and doubts aspects of the six million
gassed Jews.
Any debate is immediately stifled and discredited,
not with facts, but with hefty fines, character
assassinations and jail-time. Are these the actions
of an honourable people? The sad part is the
nations who bend to their commands by
implementing laws that prohibit any discussion of
this tabu subject, are equally to blame. Why? –
because there are sufficient facts that warrant
further indepth investigations.
As Ursula Haverbeck so clearly states, the fact that
the death figure at Auschwitz was reduced in 1993
from four million to 1.5 million, then in 1996 Robert
Jan van Pelt and Deborah Dwork stated in their
book: Auschwitz – From 1270 to the present, that
Auschwitz Stammlager was made to look as if it
had a homidical gas chamber, but the actual

gassings occurred at Auschwitz-Birkenau; then in
2002 Fritjof Meyer stated that the gassings
occurred not at the Auchwitz-Birkenau complex but
in two farm houses outide of the concentration
camp.
Since 1945 Germans have been unfairly subjected
to a massive re-education programme, consisting
of pounding into them guilt and humiliation for
Germany being guilty of starting WWI and WWII,
including numerous war crimes.
Interestingly, war crimes committed by the Allies
never seem to get a mention, and if so, then they
are justified because the Germans supposedly
deserved it.
Such propaganda continues to this day through
school education, Hollywood films and all kinds of
media outlets, holocaust memorials in every city
world wide, necessitating indefinite financial
reparations.
However, this propaganda is not perpetrated only
on Germans but inflicted on the rest of the world,
inculcating them with the idea that the Germans
are the source of all evil – for all eternity.
German cultural achievements hardly get a
mention anymore, because if a people is capable of
such atrocities as the ‘holocaust', their culture is
automatically nullified.
In 2012 I attended a presentation by Ephraim Kaye
at the Australian National University in Canberra,
titled “The Holocaust as a unique event
in history’. I asked Dr Kaye about being legally
prevented from asking questions about the details
of the Holocaust narrative.
Dr Kaye answered: “Questioning is kosher. No
problem. In Judaism we try to ask questions.
People who say it never existed - that’s not a
question, that’s a statement. People who come and
say that’s Jewish propaganda …”.
Perhaps the time has come when this younger
generation has realised that they have been told a
lie about their past and say, enough is enough. We
were deceived and want our human right to freely
express ourselves, ask questions and receive
honest answers.
A good start within the younger generation was
made just recently, when the Anglo-American lie
about the London Russian assassination attempt
failed to convince critical minds, followed by the
alleged Syrian gas attack just when President
Trump announced he was pulling the US out of
Syria.
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Then there was the George Bush lie “weapons-ofmass destruction”, which began the US attack on
no-match Iraq in 2003, and what about the 9/11
deception that re-set the global death dialectic,
from US v Soviet Union to US and global terrorism?
***

From: Fredrick Töben Adelaide 9 May 2018

1. What a beat-up - Mrs Haverbeck was at home all the
time and she had written to the authorities that she
could not attend before 10 May 2018 because she was
still waiting for legal and personal health matters to be
clarified.
2. Then on Friday and Saturday 4& 5 May 2018 the local
paper reported her home appeared to be abandoned, and
the urgency for an apprehension order was trumpeted by
Holocaust fanatics.
3. While foreign invaders commit unspeakable crimes
against Germans, then smirk as cowardly judges permit
such criminals to walk free again, Mrs Haverbeck is
defamed as a serious criminal - she dares to challenge
the official Holocaust narrative by asking simple
questions, for example: Where were the six million Jews
killed? And all hell breaks loose because one is not
supposed to ask such a factual question.
4. Think of how in the 4th Century AD the Donation of
Constantine legally bequeathed the Roman empire to
Christendom, then in the 15th Century it was discovered
that this document was a 9th Century forgery.
5. This is the reason why in his 1976 book Professor
Arthur Butz called the Jewish Holocaust: The Hoax of
the Twentieth Century.
6. Ursula Haverbeck's expressed opinions has drawn the
same conclusion that Arthur Butz reached in his book the case of homicidal gassings, for example at Auschwitz,
remains an unproven allegation, albeit legally protected.
7. Ursula Haverbeck's imprisonment is a sign that those
who have been involved in sending her to prison have
lost their moral and intellectual integrity - indicating that
their Untergang is well advanced!
*https://www.9news.com.au/world/2018/05/09/11/43
/nazi-grandma-finally-jailed-for-holocaust-denial

'Nazi grandma' finally jailed for Holocaust denial
www.9news.com.au
German authorities claim they have apprehended a
notorious elderly neo-Nazi and taken her to prison to
begi...

==========================
'Nazi grandma' who 'went on the run to avoid
jail' for Holocaust denial has been caught in
Germany

Adam Lusher, Wednesday 9 May 2018

A “Nazi grandma” who apparently went on the run rather
than serve a jail sentence for Holocaust denial has been
caught and put in a German prison.
Ursula Haverbeck, 89, had been due to report to prison
to start a two-year sentence on May 2, but instead the
authorities discovered she had vanished from her home
in Vlotho, central Germany.
Prosecutors ordered police to find her, and the
International Auschwitz Committee expressed its hope
that hunt for the alleged fugitive was being conducted
“with high pressure”.
The German authorities, however, have now stated that
Ms Haverbeck has returned home, and been
apprehended and put in jail.
She will now serve the sentence handed down to her in
August 2017 for writing in a far-right German magazine
that Auschwitz had been a work camp, rather than the
place where Hitler’s Nazis killed more than a million
people.
Although this is the first time Haverbeck has seen the
inside of a jail cell, she had racked up a string of
convictions related to Holocaust denial, which is a
criminal offence in Germany.
Her persistent denial of the Holocaust, which claimed the
lives of six million Jews, has led the German media to
call her "Nazi-Oma (Nazi grandma)”.
As well as offering vocal support for former SS
concentration camp guards, Haverbeck co-founded a
now-banned right-wing “education centre” with her late
husband Werner Georg Haverbeck, who was an
enthusiastic Nazi party member before and during the
Second World War.
In November 2014 she went as far as lodging a police
complaint against the Central Council of Jews in
Germany, accusing them of “persecution of innocent
people” who had denied the Holocaust.
Until now, however, lengthy appeals and suspended
sentences have kept Haverbeck out of prison, despite
one despairing magistrate describing the serial Holocaust
denier as “a lost cause”.
That was in November 2015 when she was sentenced to
10 months for Holocaust denial, which is normally
prosecuted in Germany under a 1985 law banning
incitement to hatred.
While demonstrating outside the trial of former SS guard
Oskar Groening, the bookkeeper of Auschwitz, in April
2015, Haverbeck had been seen on television declaring
that “the Holocaust is the biggest and most sustainable
lie in history."
At the resulting trial she claimed that Auschwitz’s status
as a death camp was “only a belief”, and challenged the
Hamburg court to prove otherwise.
The exasperated magistrate Bjoern Joensson replied: "It
is pointless holding a debate with someone who can't
accept any facts.
"Neither do I have to prove to you that the world is
round."
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It was, the magistrate added, “Deplorable that this
woman, who is still so active given her age, uses her
energy to spread such hair-raising nonsense.”
But Haverbeck’s far-right supporters still packed the
court to applaud her.
On websites where absurdly anti-Semitic users seriously
suggest that Jews worship Satan, Haverbeck is revered
as a “courageous fighter for truth” and “German culture”.
Despite her November 2015 conviction, she again denied
the Holocaust in January 2016 when she told an event in
Berlin that the Holocaust never happened and there were
no gas chambers at Auschwitz. This resulted in a court
giving her a six-month prison sentence in October 2017.
Meanwhile, in September 2016 another court sentenced
Haverbeck to eight months in jail for writing a letter to
the mayor of Detmold saying that it was “clearly
recognisable” that Auschwitz was nothing more than a
labour camp.
She did so as a Detmold court was hearing the trial of
former Auschwitz guard Reinhold Hanning, who was
found guilty of being an accessory to the murder of
170,000 people.
Immediately after her September 2016 sentencing
hearing, Haverbeck handed out pamphlets to the judge,
prosecutor and journalists. The leaflets denied the
Holocaust, under the title “Only the truth will set you
free”.
It meant that at the ensuing November 2017 appeal, she
had four months shaved off her original eight-month
sentence, but 10 months were added because of the
post-trial stunt, leaving her facing an increased sentence
of 14 months.
In February of this year she lost her appeal against her
August 2017 sentence. A regional court in Celle in the
state of Lower Saxony ruled that the judgement by the
state court in Verden had been legally sound and should
be implemented.
But when the time came to go to prison, Haverbeck was
found to have gone missing, while her post reportedly
starting to pile up outside her front door.
===========================

‘Nazi Grandma’, 89, who went on the run in
Germany to escape a jail sentence for denying
the Holocaust is arrested and sent to prison

Haverbeck, nicknamed 'The Nazi Grandma' in German
media, had been sentenced to two years in jail for
denying the Holocaust, a crime in Germany, but failed to
turn up to prison on time.
When police went to retrieve the elderly grandmother,
they found that her house was empty and her car was
missing, and began a search for her.
It was not immediately clear when Haverbeck returned
home,
where
police
found
her
on
Monday.
She was arrested by Herford police and immediately
transferred to a correctional facility where she is now
beginning her sentence.
Haverbeck is a notorious extremist who was once
chairwoman of a far-right training centre shut down in
2008 for spreading Nazi propaganda.

Nazi nan: Ursula Haverbeck, 89, pictured during a court
appearance in November, failed to turn up to prison to
begin her two-year sentence for denying the Holocaust

She had also appeared on television to declare that 'the
Holocaust is the biggest and most sustainable lie in
history'.

Rogue: Haverbeck, nicknamed 'The Nazi Grandma',
pictured in court in September, has been convicted of
Holocaust denial several times, but had avoided prison
due to lengthy appeals

*Ursula Haverbeck, 89, sentenced to two years in prison
for Holocaust denial
*Failed to turn up to jail and German police launched a
five-day manhunt
*Haverbeck, nicknamed 'The Nazi Grandma', has several
hate-crime convictions
*Fervent Nazi has preached hate and denied the
Holocaust since end of WWII

By Sara Malm For Mailonline

Published: 21:25 AEST, 8 May 2018 | Updated: 21:45
AEST, 8 May 2018

A notorious elderly German neo-Nazi, who went on the
run to try and escape a jail sentence for Holocaust
denial, has been arrested and sent to prison.
Ursula Haverbeck, 89, was picked up at her home in the
town of Vlotho in central Germany, after a five-day
manhunt, authorities said.

Manhunt: When police went to Haverbeck's home to fetch
her, they found her gone and launched a search for her
which lasted five days
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Haverbeck has been convicted of Holocaust denial
several times, but had avoided prison due to lengthy
appeals.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Frau Ursula Haverbeck
JVA Bielefeld-Senne
(Hafthaus Ummeln)
Zinnstr. 33
33649 Bielefeld
Germany
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Protest on behalf of Frau Ursula Haverbeck at
Bielefeld 10 May 2018

Evil: Haverbeck's husband was a senior in the Nazi Party
during World War II

Her most recent conviction came after she published an
article in a neo-Nazi magazine in which she argued that
Auschwitz was a labour camp and not the death camp.
Haverbeck's lawyer argued that what she wrote was
covered by the country's free speech laws but she was
convicted of incitement and sentenced in September.
Her husband Werner Georg Haverbeck, had a position in
the Nazi's national leadership during World War II and
after the war, the couple openly preached their far-right
views maintaining close ties to several neo-Nazi groups.
Even after her husband died in 1999, Ursula continued to
hold and preach these views, even meeting infamous
neo-Nazis such as Horst Mahler.
There was careful deliberation over whether Haverbeck
was physically fit enough to endure two years in jail but
last week the state prosecutor's office wrote to her
saying she should report to prison to start her sentence
on 2nd May.
It is not known where she hid for the five days up to her
arrest on Monday.

The opposition attempting to interrupt the protest

*http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article5703481/Nazi
-Grandma-89-run-Germany-arrested-sent-prisondenyingHolocaust.html#ixzz5F0iSsedL

Fredrick Toben comments
Mrs Haverbeck was at home all the time and she had
written to the authorities that she could not attend
before 10 May 2018 because she was still waiting for
legal/personal health matters to be clarified.
On Friday/Saturday 4/5 May 2018 the local paper
reported her home appeared to be abandoned, and
fanatics began the incitement for an apprehension order.
Haverbeck challenges the Holocaust narrative by asking:
Where were the six million Jews killed?
And all hell breaks loose because one is supposed to
believe, not ask factual questions.
In the 4th Century AD the" Donation of Constantine"
legally bequeathed the Roman empire to Christendom,
then in the 15th Century it was discovered that this
document was a 9th Century forgery, which Prof Arthur
Butz mentions in his1976 book: The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century, and Haverbeck's expressed opinions
draw the same conclusion - the case of homicidal
gassings, for example at Auschwitz, remains an
unproven allegation but legally protected.

Write to Ursula at the following
address:

The Volkslehrer meets supporters of Ursula Haverbeck
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Hafthaus Ummeln – to the left!

Sylvia Stolz also attends the protest
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Deutschen Geistes - Deutsche Kultur zu leben – Deutsche
Lieder zu singen- Deutsche Tänze zu tanzen – Deutsche
Literatur zu lessen – Deutsche Kleidung zu tragen deutschen Geist wieder sichtbar, hörbar, spürbar zu
machen – Hass ist deren Technik, nicht unsere!

Auschwitz – 4 million – 1.5 million = Fragen stellen –
keine Antwort bekommen…

Es ist nicht möglich, dass ein deutsches Gericht Recht
spricht – Warum nicht? Weil Recht ein Ausdruck der
Macht ist. Die Macht haben die Amerikaner und deren
Hintermänner – und deutsche Kollaboratöre…

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lqo20BSzeJo
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Gerhard Ittner
Published on May 12, 2018 - Aus aktuellem Anlaß neu
hochgeladen: Das Gespräch von Ursula Haverbeck mit
Nikolai Nehrling in Eisenach, im März 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oCVGhUBbRY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEnUO0Ujrtc
Why is the media defaming a Grand Lady?

Germany Hunting 'Nazi Grandma' As She Skips Jail
German police are hunting an 89-year-old grandmother
convicted on several occasions for Holocaust denial.
Agence France-Presse May 07, 2018 18:30 IST
*https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/germany-huntingnazi-grandma-ursula-haverbeck-as-she-skips-jail1848489

--------------------------------------------------------------* Ursula Haverbeck - The Panorama Interview with
English Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEFR_AFkhWc

*ICH BIN URSULA - Ursula's Message in English
pajopeace Published on Jan 27, 2015
Ursula Haverbeck wants an answer to a simple question.
Following the events in Paris, the Je Suis Charlie campaign
called for the protection and promotion of freedom of opinion
and speech. In the same spirit, Ursula Haverbeck points out that
with mainstream historical authorities now accepting that
Auschwitz was not the scene of the murder of millions of Jews in
homicidal gas chambers, there is no established "scene of the
crime". She has challenged official bodies including ministers of

the various German states to provide an answer – to define the
scene of the crime. They have so far failed to do so, and she
must therefore conclude that there is no substantiation to the
official history of Auschwitz.
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1CVP97g-Uc

*Ursula Haverbeck
The Hooton Plan And The Migrant Crisis
EURO · FOLK · RADIO Published on Sep 21, 2016
In German with English subtitles by DIDI 18. Ursula Haverbeck,
the courageous octogenarian previously imprisoned for pointing
out the lack of evidence to support the holocaust delusion, here
presents details of the planned genocide of the european
christian peoples via The Hooten Plan.
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*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7rMVuETAy0

********
NB: 1. Ursula Haverbeck exposes the deception and outright lies
flooding and then enslaving the German nation for over a
century, and in Georg Kausch’s words – for over two thousand
years: Die unbequeme Nation: https://www.amazon.de/Dieunbequeme-Nation-Georg-Kauschebook/dp/B00A4KKYXE

********
Interestingly, section 130 of the German Penal Code was
developed simultaneously as the Australian Parliament in
1995 attached section 18C to the 1975 Racial
Discrimination Act, which states among other things:

As of November 2016, Section 18C is worded as follows:[1]
Offensive behaviour because of race, colour or national or ethnic
origin
(1) It is unlawful for a person to do an act, otherwise than in
private, if:
(a) the act is reasonably likely, in all the circumstances, to
offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate another person or a group
of people; and
(b) the act is done because of the race, colour or national or
ethnic origin of the other person or of some or all of the people
in the group.
Note: Subsection (1) makes certain acts unlawful. Section 46P
of the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 allows
people to make complaints to the Australian Human Rights
Commission about unlawful acts. However, an unlawful act is
not necessarily a criminal offence. Section 26 says that this Act
does not make it an offence to do an act that is unlawful
because of this Part, unless Part IV expressly says that the act is
an offence.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), an act is taken not to be
done in private if it:
(a) causes words, sounds, images or writing to be
communicated to the public; or
(b) is done in a public place; or
(c) is done in the sight or hearing of people who are in a public
place.
(3) In this section:
"public place " includes any place to which the public have
access as of right or by invitation, whether express or implied
and whether or not a charge is made for admission to the place.
In Jones v Toben [2000] HREOCA 39 the court found it
was unlawful for the defendant to speak of the treatment
of Jews in the 1930s and 1940s as having been
"mythologised".[17][18]
NB: 2. Notice that the word Holocaust is not mentioned, which
indicates how deceptively formulated section 18C is, much like
Ursula Haverbeck’s expressed concerns that section 130 is a
nonsense.
The six million murdered Jews are described as an Untat atrocity, which is not a physical fact. When there is no place
where it happened, then one cannot make this assertion a fact.
Then it is a mere Vermutung- conjecture/assumption that is
likely to disturb the peace or to incite, which is invalid/untenable
legal nonsense because the judges involved in arbitrating the
dispute are merely divining – reading tea leaves!
Haverbeck correctly concludes that section 130 thus protects a
LIE, which heralds the end of any civil democratic society.
Legally there is no answer to the question where the atrocity
allegedly occurred.
To prove her expressed opinion with facts Mrs Haverbeck relies
on the 604-page Standort – Und Kommandanturbefehle des
Konzentrationslagers Auschwitz 1940-1945, published on 1
January 2000 Walter de Gruyter, now out of print:
*https://www.amazon.com/StandortKommandanturbefe
hleKonzentrationslagersAuschwitz19401945/dp/311181
3819;*https://forum.codoh.com/viewtopic.php?t=10531
She then references Yuri Slezkine’s 2006 published book The
Jewish Century; Martin Buber’s quote from 1968: Das
Judentum ist das Nein zum leben der Völker. Vielmehr es ist
dieses Nein und nichts mehr und darum ist es den Völker ein
Grauen. Horst Mahler in detail also exposed this thought
pattern.

Countering the Sletzkin thesis is Hugo Wellens’ book: Das
Jahrhundert der Lüge; in 1889 the French Congress
celebrated the French Revolution of 1789; in 1989, 200 years
after the French Revolution and 100 years after the French
Congress, the Berlin Wall fell!
For 21 years Udo Walendy battled to publish his 1984
Historische Tatsachen No 22: Alliierte Kriegspropaganda 191418. The German hatred against Jews is only a reaction to
Talmudic hatred projected on to Germans, thereby also using all
means to keep Germans in the dark - dumbed down and
withholding historical knowledge from them. For example, the
WWI lie that Germans chopped off the hands of Belgian
children!
See also:* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODnpLX8Y3Y;
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-95XaBTSug;
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZj1FjeM-u8
Then WWII, March 1933 incitement from Jews, declaring war on
Germany: Samuel Untermayer, 1858-1940, – a holy war –
against Germans – plan worked out in detail since 1898 and US
president Roosevelt faced with problem what to do with
Germany; Earnest Hooten, 1887-1954, suggested – breed out
German disposition to war; Theodor Kaufmann, 1910-78,
Germany must prerish; Louis Neisler, 1902-94, What to do
with Germany?
Hitler and other German leaders knew of the
map and the books:
1. Germany must be split = fragmented;
2. The whole German education system must be exterminated,
e.g. gender mainstreaming;
3. German Nationalism must be destroyed;
4. Reduce the birthrate of reinrassige Germans;
5. Foreigners to mix with Germans so the Kriegsseele- war soul
is exterminated within Germans who are hate-filled racists;
6. Today the German government is actively inviting foreigners
to Germany with the aim to destroy its own Volkssovereignity
because that is an irritation-unbequem; globalisation – destroys
individualism. The Jewish century Century of lies must be
overcome. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPa_QeV9KDM

***********************
Think about the following:
"The state is a community of living beings who have kindred
physical and spiritual natures. …The instinct for the preservation
of one's own species is the primary cause that leads to the
formation of human communities. Hence the state is a racial
organism, and not an economic organization. The difference
between the two is so great as to be incomprehensible to our
contemporary so-called 'statesmen.' That is why they like to
believe that the state may be constituted as an economic
structure, whereas the truth is that it has always resulted from
the will to preserve the species and the race."
The above Adolf Hitler quotation explains why the globalists
propagate with utmost violence variations of global hedonistic
inversion, while the Jewish mindset, as stated by Martin
Heidegger, acts according to the following principle: The Jews,
with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the
longest time, according to the principle of race, which is
why they are resisting its consistent application with
utmost violence.
----------------------------------------------------

Support our comrade

Herve Ryssen on 23 May in Paris!
Hervé Ryssen - The Jewish Question - May 2018
By didi18 Publication date 2018-05-12
Since 2005 and the publication of "Espérances Planétariennes",
Hervé Ryssen has devoted himself to the study of Judaism:
psychoanalysis, the messianic project, globalism, its history in
wars and political currents such as communism, capitalism and
Zionism, in which he highlights his involvement.
Prolific in his work with more than a dozen works, condemned
several times without being answered on the substance. We
went to meet him before he served his 11 months or more in
prison, which seem to be imminent.
* https://archive.org/details/HervRyssenTheJewishQuestion
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EXPOSING MORE FAKE NEWS- It’s all a repeat!
From: Ianvmacdonald <ianvmacdonald@aol.com>
To: letters <letters@nationalp0st.com>
Sent: Fri, May 11, 2018 10:39 pm
Subject: Demeaning apology
May 11, 2018
Editor, NATIONAL POST, Toronto

politicians to declare war on Germany, who sought their
friendship, and make common cause with the diabolical Stalin
dictatorship that enriched the Jews but cost the lives of millions
of good Christians, including those of Canada's best and
brightest, while ensuring the ultimate destruction of our Western
Gentile civilization, the prime goal of Organized Jewry.

Dear Sir,

As for the fate of the passengers, it is not true to claim that
Canada's refusal to accept the Jews resulted in "hundreds dying"
as deceitfully scripted for the Prime Minister's speech by Jewish
advisers. Nor is there any evidence that 254, or even one, of
the "survivors" died in the so-called "Holocaust: the
Extermination of Six Million Jews in Hitler's gas ovens", another
claim whose certain falsity compounds the mendacity of all
claims dependant on what has been exposed unambiguously as
"The Hoax of the 20th Century".

Re: "Canada to apologize for barring ship" (NP May 10, 2018)

It is deplorable and demeaning for Canada to apologize to a
foreign lobby, for not accepting a boatload of Jews in 1939,
when even American Jews had done likewise. The Jews had
arranged safe haven in Cuba as a stepping-stone to America
(then the centre of World Jewry) but upon reaching Havana
became the agents of their own misfortune by haggllng over the
landing fees until the frustrated Cubans withdrew their offer - a
scenario which could have been concocted by the "refugees" to
gain sympathy and accelerate their acceptance by the Promised
Land. Whether or not contrived, the plan foundered on the
reluctance of the American Jews to cooperate. In the absence
of alternatives, the MS St. Louis, kindly provided by Germany,
was obliged to return - not to Germany but to then-unoccupied
France and Belgium whence the Jews made their way
individually to America and other safe countries where they
were free to apply for immigration, like anyone else.
If there is an apology owed, it is by the Jews to Canada for their
sinister, unforgivable part in persuading venal British and French

For Mr Trudeau to submit to pressure and flattery from a gaggle
of
scheming,
self-serving,
dual-loyalist,
unassimilated,
unworthy, racist, anti-Christian predators who have done
irreparable harm to traditional Canada and its values, can only
damage his chances of becoming a genuine Statesman and
destroy Canada's image as a sovereign state. Mr Trudeau
should muster the courage to stand up to the "Enemy Within"
and cancel the misguided Parliamentary apology.
As ever,
Ian V. Macdonald, 455 Wilbrod Street, Ottawa ON K1N
6M7, 613 241 5389, CANADA

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------White supremacist on trial for Downing Street speech calling on his 'soldiers to rise up against the Jews'

He blamed Jews for 'both World Wars and the Kray twins'
Martin Coulter 9 May 2018
The public gallery in the court was packed as the jury heard
details of the speech, made to a crowd in Whitehall during a
rally against Jewish neighbourhood watch group Shomrim on
American Independence Day, July 4, 2015.
Bedford-Turner peddled conspiracy theories that Jews control
the banks and the media and are determined to achieve world
domination, the prosecutor said.
Jeremy Bedford Turner, who stands accused of inciting
"The speech was a racial character assassination," he added.
racial hatred (YouTube)
Mr Mably said: "It seems overwhelmingly likely that there are a
An alleged white supremacist has gone on trial accused of
number of racial groups he doesn't like because it appears from
stirring up racial hatred in a "character assassination" during
what he says outside Downing Street that he is some sort of
which he blamed Jews for both World Wars and the Kray twins.
white supremacist."
Jeremy Bedford-Turner's trial for the speech outside Downing
He said the defendant's speech took on a "dark and sinister
Street will hinge on freedom of speech and where the line must
overtone" as he implored "real English people" to "stand up and
be drawn, Southwark Crown Court heard.
take action" .
Opening his case on Thursday, prosecutor Louis Mably QC said
"In imploring other people to do this, he refers to his white
Bedford-Turner should be convicted because the speech - in
comrades as soldiers who must liberate England from Jews," the
which he called for his "soldiers" to rise up against Jews prosecutor said.
singled out the group for hatred.
He also compared Jews to vermin and said politicians are "a
Bedford-Turner, 48, accepts he made the speech but denies one
bunch of puppets dancing to a Jewish tune", the prosecutor said.
count of stirring up racial hatred.
Bedford-Turner, who is on bail and of no fixed abode, will return
Mr Mably said: "It's clear from the content of his speech that the
to the court on Friday when the trial is expected to conclude.
defendant is absolutely obsessed with Jewish people and he
Additional reporting by the Press Association
despises the Jewish race.
*https://www.standard.co.uk/news/crime/whitesuprem
"He blamed them, for example, for both World Wars and he
acist-on-trial-for-downing-street-speech-calling-on-hisblamed them for everything he doesn't seem to like about
soldiers-to-rise-up-against-the-a3836046.html
today's society."

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Keneally clarifies remarks

Gareth Narunsky, The Australian Jewish News, 11 May 2018
SCHINDLER’s Ark author Thomas Keneally has defended saying
that Australians would have collaborated with the Nazis as the
Poles did during the Shoah.
But he has apologised for the offence the remarks – made at a
Sydney Writers Festival event last Sunday – caused.
Keneally made the comments while interviewing Heather Morris,
author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz, according to barrister
Irving Wallach, who walked out in protest.
“In one fell swoop, Keneally seriously misrepresented Polish
anti-Semitism, justified the Polish government denial of Polish
collaboration and dishonoured the courageous Poles who had

saved Jewish lives,” Wallach, the son of Holocaust survivors,
told The AJN.
He also said Keneally claimed anti-Zionism was not antiSemitism. “After the session, I was approached by a number of
people who agreed that Keneally’s comments were both wrong
and offensive,” Wallach added.
When approached by The AJN, an apologetic Keneally conceded
the Holocaust was a particularly painful topic for families of
survivors. But he said, “I believe that Australians being human,
under the right conditions would collaborate. There is
documented proof that Australian businesses were preparing to
collaborate with the Japanese in World War II.”
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In regard to anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism, he clarified “the
opposite is what I thought I said [that anti-Zionism is antiSemitism]”, adding that Israel “has to exist, I just wish the
Palestinians didn’t have to pay the price for it”.
Told of these clarifications, Wallach said, “Tom now seems to
appreciate what the issues are, but it’s not what he said on
Sunday.”
Anti-Defamation Commission chairman Dvir Abramovich said
Keneally’s belief that Australians would have abetted the Nazi
genocide as some Poles did is “deeply hurtful”.
“This regrettable remark casts a stain on our nation’s character
and is an insult to all Australians, especially to the diggers who

fought valiantly to vanquish Hitler’s evil regime,” he said. “I
believe that Australians would have done the right thing and
would have acted courageously in saving their Jewish
neighbours.
“Also, this comment ignores how deeply embedded antiSemitism was in Poland, and partly diminishes Polish crimes
since it implies that it would have been normal for citizens to
become accomplices to the Nazis.”
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/keneally-clarifiesremarks/77028

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Remember how WWI and WWII began?

FIGHTERS AGAINST FAKE NEWS CREATE REAL NEWS DECEPTION
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Real Reason Trump Abandoned the Iran Nuclear Deal
May 12, 2018 renegade 1 Comment
Renegade Editor’s Note: Here’s the short answer – Trump
abandoned the Iran deal because Israel wanted him to.
By Darius Shahtahmasebi
Donald Trump doesn’t hate the Iran deal because it is a bad
deal. He hates it because it is by all accounts a decent deal that
has actually been working.
If you doubt this statement, ask yourself: What sensible
argument has Trump ever offered to support his opposition to
the deal? Sure, he has used his ever-expanding and descriptive
vocabulary to call it some grandiose names, but he hasn’t
actually explained what is wrong with it.
If the deal is so bad, why would he even want to bother
pursuing a deal with North Korea? What deal could he possibly
make that wouldn’t involve an arrangement similar to the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)? (We will turn to this
point in a moment).
As Vox explained last year:
Trump doesn’t hate the Iran deal for policy reasons. He’s never
offered a detailed public policy case against it, and experts don’t
really believe he has one. ‘I don’t think anyone actually thinks
he knows anything about the particularities of this agreement,’
says Sarah Kreps, a professor at Cornell University who studies
arms control agreements.”
So what could he possibly hate about the Iran deal? If he does
have sound reasons, why has he never presented them? What
can he possibly hope to achieve with North Korea after proving
to the entire world that the U.S. can renege on its word at any
given time?
The blunt truth about the Iran deal is that Donald Trump rejects
it because it has been working. His own administration has been
forced to consistently certify Iran as compliant with the terms.
The neocon dream for people like Trump and the warmongers
who advise him is to prevent the U.S. from being the unilateral
cause of the destruction of the deal (as it transpired, the U.S.
was one hundred percent responsible for its demise). Rather,
the strategy appears to be to devise a deal so impossible for
Iran to accept that Iran will, in the eyes of the international
community, become the dangerous and untrustworthy party in
major need of a military intervention, as the U.S. has
long painted the situation.
As outlined in the neoconservative guide to destroying Iran,
titled, “Which Path to Persia? Options for a New American
Strategy toward Iran”:
For those who favor regime change or a military attack on Iran
(either by the United States or Israel), there is a strong
argument to be made for trying this option first. Inciting regime
change in Iran would be greatly assisted by convincing the
Iranian people that their government is so ideologically

blinkered that it refuses to do what is best for the people and
instead clings to a policy that could only bring ruin on the
country. The ideal scenario in this case would be that the
United States and the international community present a
package of positive inducements so enticing that the
Iranian citizenry would support the deal, only to have the
regime reject it. In a similar vein, any military operation
against Iran will likely be very unpopular around the world and
require the proper international context – both to ensure the
logistical support the operation would require and to minimize
the blowback from it. The best way to minimize
international opprobrium and maximize support (however
grudging or covert) is to strike only when there is a
widespread conviction that the Iranians were given but
then rejected a superb offer – one so good that only a
regime determined to acquire nuclear weapons and
acquire them for the wrong reasons would turn it
down.” [emphasis added]
You see, the Iranian nuclear deal in its current form doesn’t
include a major source of tension between Iran and the U.S.,
namely, Iranian ballistic missile testing. Trump wants to include
this as part of the agreement. Why would he want to do that?
For exactly the reason above: to give Iran such an inconceivable
agreement that even if Iran decided to sign it in good faith, the
Islamic Republic could never realistically implement as it would
lose one of its major deterrents against a U.S. or Israeli strike.
And this is where the upcoming summit between Trump and Kim
Jong Un becomes that much more important. Trump
is purportedly trying to send a strong message to North Korea
that he wants a ‘real deal.’ So what is a ‘real deal’ in Trump’s
eyes if the JCPOA didn’t cut it for him?
A ‘real deal’ is one North Korea cannot realistically abide by.
Even if they could, the terms of the agreement would put the
country in such a defenseless position that the U.S. could easily
formulate an invasion without any significant repercussions.
Further, we have to remember that the ultimate goal of the
Washington D.C. establishment is regime change in both Iran
and North Korea, two countries with abundant resources that
are far too close to America’s chief rivals, China and Russia.
Remember that the Trump administration’s National Defense
Strategy listed China and Russia as the top threats to the United
States, not ISIS or al-Qaeda or any of the entities the U.S. is
supposedly at war with.
Either way, the U.S. is not entering either of these agreements
in good faith and has only one agenda throughout this entire
process. If you don’t believe this, you need only turn to the opeds written by newly appointed national security advisor John
Bolton, who has openly advocated for violent regime change
strategies in both North Korea and Iran.
A deal that Iran or North Korea complies with while getting on
with their lives and rebuilding their countries’ respective
economies without succumbing to the United States’ interests is
a deal-breaker for Washington. As Executive Board Member of
the National Iranian American Council (NIAC), Saïd Amin
told Anti-Media via email, “Kim Jong-un would be a fool to
believe any promises made by the Trump administration.”
http://www.renegadetribune.com/the-real-reasontrump-abandoned-the-iran-nuclear-deal/
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Now for something absurdly funny
– were it not so deadly serious!
New old mantra: Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday that Iran is seeking to
commit another Holocaust by exterminating six million more Jews amid spiraling tensions between Jerusalem and Tehran.

Netanyahu tells Putin:

Iran wants to carry out another Holocaust
In Moscow to meet Russian leader, prime minister says
regional crisis must be solved 'in a prudent and
responsible manner'
By Stuart Winer 9 May 2018, 6:20 pm

Russian President Vladimir Putin, right, meets with Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu at the Kremlin in Moscow
on May 9, 2018. (SERGEI ILNITSKY/AFP)
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told Russian President
Vladimir Putin on Wednesday that Iran is seeking to commit
another Holocaust by exterminating six million more Jews amid
spiraling tensions between Jerusalem and Tehran.
Ahead of talks Wednesday in Moscow, Netanyahu urged that the
Middle Eastern regional crisis be resolved in “a responsible
manner.”
Netanyahu had earlier attended Russia’s annual Victory Day
Parade, which this year marked 73 years since the Red Army
defeat of Nazi Germany. The prime minister was one of two
foreign leaders who attended the event, during which the
Russian army also showcased military equipment used to defend
the regime of Syrian dictator Bashar Assad. The other foreign
leader present was Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić.
“We in Israel don’t forget for a moment the tremendous sacrifice
by the Russian people and the sacrifice of the Red Army in
defeating the Nazi monster,” Netanyahu said.

Russian President Vladimir Putin (R), Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic (L) and Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu (C) take part in the Immortal Regiment march
in downtown Moscow on May 9, 2018. (AFP PHOTO /
SPUTNIK / Alexey DRUZHININ)
“We don’t forget the great lesson of the need to face murderous
ideology in time. It is hard to believe, but 73 years after the
Holocaust there is a country in the Middle East, Iran, that is
calling for the destruction of six million Jews.
The meeting with Putin came amid spiraling tensions between
Israel and Iran, and the day after US President Donald Trump
announced that he was pulling the US out of a landmark nuclear
deal with Iran.
“The difference is that today we have a state and I very much
appreciate the opportunity to discuss regional problems with
you, the attempts as you put it, to resolve the crises, to lift the
threats in a prudent and responsible manner,” Netanyahu said.

“I am very moved that you invited me to this procession as the
prime minister of Israel, as the head of the Jewish state, and
that you mentioned the Holocaust of the Jews today. It is
another testimony to the deep connection between our two
people, and I thank you for that,” the prime minister said.
Netanyahu arrived in Moscow for urgent talks at the Kremlin
about Iran’s attempt to establish itself militarily in Syria. Russia
is a staunch ally of both Tehran and Damascus, and has
condemned Israeli airstrikes on Iranian and Syrian targets in
Syria.

Jerusalem has vowed to prevent Iran from establishing forward
bases on Syrian territory that could be used for missile attacks
on Israel, and to keep advanced weapons and rockets from
reaching Tehran’s proxy, the Hezbollah terror group in
neighboring Lebanon.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu attends a
wreath-laying ceremony at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier after the Victory Parade marking the 73th
anniversary of the defeat of the Nazis in World War II, in
Moscow, Russia, May 9, 2018. (AP Photo/Alexander
Zemlianichenko)
On Tuesday evening, the Israeli army urged Golan Heights
residents to ready bomb shelters and put its air defenses on
high alert, after having detected “abnormal movements of
Iranian forces in Syria
Later Israel reportedly bombed a military site linked to Iranian
fighters south of Damascus, killing pro-Iranian fighters in an
area previously identified as the site of a suspected Iranian
military base, according to local sources.
Since the start of Syria’s civil war in 2011, Israel is believed to
have repeatedly targeted positions of the Syrian army and the
Lebanese Hezbollah terror group backing it inside the country.
On Sunday night, Israeli defense officials warned that Iran was
planning to retaliate for some recent deadly airstrikes in Syria
by having its proxies fire missiles at military targets in northern
Israel sometime in the near future.
The airstrikes have escalated tensions between Israel and Iran
leading to increasingly belligerent statements from leaders in
both countries.
Times of Israel staff contributed to this report.
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahu-tells-putiniran-wants-to-carry-out-another-holocaust/

********
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How many Jewish Holocausts have there been since 1869?

__________________________________________________
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